uRemediate
Remove accessibility errors with no source code alteration.
Standing above all others in the market, User1st’s uRemediate is a world class automated
accessibility remediation engine. By integrating uRemediate into your existing platform
accessibility errors will be fixed by activating profiles that assist users in using your site's
original content. uRemediate requires no modification to your source code which allows
your developers to carefully plan future source code remediation while knowing that
meanwhile, uRemediate is keeping your digital assets fully compliant with the WCAG 2.1
AA standard and Section 508 guidelines

Is uRemediate a
good fit for you?
You don’t have a fully
accessible website, though
you have invested in the
process

Why should my organization choose uRemediate?
Risk
Mitigation

Simple
Integration

Integration requires insertion of 5 lines of code, and has
no immediate modification to the source code of digital
content or applications.

Simple
Configuration

uRemediate provides an advanced wizard-driven tool
allowing non-developers to effect accessibility changes
instantly

You’re frustrated by the
cost and effort of manual
code remediation

You need to be compliant
now, but need more time to
train developers, testers
and management how to fix
the issues at the source
code level

Low Impact

uRemediate profiles are activated by the end user when
they request an accommodation. Users that do not require
accommodations are not affected at all.

Robust
Reporting

With cutting edge meta data analytics, uRemediate
creates a report of each error that was resolved, which can
be assigned for verification to developers and testers.

Contact Us:
555 12th St NW, Suite 630A
Washington, DC
(888) 995-WCAG
accessibility@user1st.com
User1st.com

With instant automated coverage up front, your team can
prioritize improvement in accessibility and universal
design during a standard development process instead of
having “remediation activities”

Enterprise
Ready

uRemediate is agnostic of web framework and works with
large dynamic web sites built with modern web frameworks
such as SenchaJS, AngularJS, and Bootstrap. By remaining
tool-agnostic we support both legacy applications and
modern development allowing any site to be made accessible automatically.

